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track index content

01 X FX demo

Themes

02 space machines pass by
03 battle radio communication
04 sonar
05 comedy
06 - 08 hydraulic doors
09 - 11 pneumatic doors
12 - 13 electric doors
14 - 16 door lock
17 - 19 explosions
20 - 21 shots
22 weapon noises
23 - 24 liquid events
25 - 26 drops
27 electrical switches
28 - 29 mechanical switches
30 metallic screams
31 - 33 metallic impacts
34 metallic blasts
35 - 37 scratches
38 subsonic impacts
39 - 41 machine bursts
42 - 43 machine screams
44 - 46 noisy impacts
47 energy & rays
48 - 49 control -beeps
50 - 51 control -buzzes
52 - 53 pneumatic blasts
54 - 55 hydraulic blasts
56 air liquide
57 kybernetic links
58 - 59 alarms & warnings
60 continuous control sounds
61 - 62 synthetic zaps
63 synthetic sub impacts

SCI - FI Atmos

64 proton converter startup
65 fusion machine cooling unit
66 deep space room atmo
67 EM transmission unit
68 metallic rumble
69 metallic machine drive 1
70 strange bubbles
71 metallic spheres 1
72 rough metal atmosphere
73 liquid drive
74 pneumatic moves
75 liquid environment
76 metallic groove atmo
77 pulse transforming plant
78 sub pulse transformer
79 resonant warp reactor



80 metallic machine drive 2
81 psychotic environment
82 noisy space surrounding
83 energy phase control area
84 metallic spheres 2
85 transmitter control room
86 metallic machine drive 3
87 transformer control room
88 converter ac
89 tachyon generator
90 generator control
91 EM transmission line

Subsonic Tracks

92 subfrequent atmos 1

01 subfrequent pulse atmo
02 subfrequent steady atmo

93 subfrequent atmos 2

01 subfrequent noise atmo band 1
02 subfrequent noise atmo band 2

Engines

94 engine noise atmo
95 hangar atmo, engines running
96 machines startup, atmo

Engine Construction Kit

97 engine startups

01 standby to continuous power
02 continuous to boost power
03 standby to boost power
04 startup engine elements 1, 2

98 engine shutdowns

01 continuous to standby
02 boost power to standby / total shutdown
03 standby to chillout
04 shutdown engine elements 1 - 4

99 engine continuous power

01 continuous power
02 boost power
03 standby
04 preheating
05 chillout
06 continuous elements 1 - 3



license agreement:

The enclosed samples and programs of this library are licensed to you for use in music, multimedia
and film production only. Only the purchaser of this CD is allowed to use the sounds. Unauthorized
copying, reproducing (including converting and reproducing in other data formats), hiring, renting,
public performance, broadcasting and distributing is expressly forbidden.
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